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LAND FORMING

A Means of Controlling Surface Water on Level Fields

By Lee F. Hermsmeier, Soil and Water Conservation Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service 1

In areas having large tracts of
nearly level land, land forming is

often necessary to improve the
distribution of water over the
land surface and to allow for dis-

charge of excess water.
"Land forming" means reshap-

ing the surface of the land to in-

sure orderly movement of water
over a field or section of a field

and to provide better distribution
of water in the soil. It involves
smoothing, ditching, filling low
spots, and building grades if no
natural slope exists.

On fields where land forming
is not practiced, water runs off

the high areas and collects in

shallow depressions. Yields are
depressed on the high areas, be-

cause of too little water, in the
low areas, because of too much.
In addition the low areas stay
wet much of the time and seri-

ously hamper farming opera-
tions.

DESIGNING THE SYSTEM

Experiments have shown that
the parallel field and lateral ditch

system of land forming can gen-
erally provide satisfactory or
greatly improved soil moisture
conditions on level land.

The system is usually installed

in two steps. First, field and lat-

eral ditches are dug and the ex-

cess material deposited in low
spots on the field. Then, the field

surface is either smoothed or lev-

eled. If no natural slope exists,

construction of a grade is advisa-
ble; if some natural slope exists,

land smoothing with a land plane
may be adequate.

Field ditches are usually cut

across the slope at intervals of 20
to 60 rods. Row crops are planted
perpendicular to the field ditches,

which usually range in depth
from 6 to 24 inches. The width is

usually 16 times the depth so the
ditches are easy to cross with
farm equipment.

If the slope is steep enough to

ensure good drainage, field ditches
can be constructed down the slope

and row crops planted parallel to

the field ditches. This is desirable

because with this plan field

ditches do not have to be crossed
with machinery. Field ditches

sometimes hinder farm opera-
tions because they remain wet
after the rest of the field has
dried. Also, ditches tend to fill

faster and require more mainte-
nance if they are crossed with
machinery.

An engineering survey and
plan should be made before con-

struction begins, even though the

steps over a period of years. A
survey plan will help minimize

1 Recommendations given in this bulletin are derived from a 5-year study of

land forming- conducted on two 60-acre experimental plots in Wilkin County,
Minn. The soil is deep Fargo clay. Slopes range from 1 to 10 feet per mile.

Shallow depressions are numerous. Although the study dealt specifically with
excess surface water problems of cultivated fields in the Red River Valley of the

North, the results are applicable—at least in part—in other farming regions of

similar soil and climatic conditions where levelness of land creates an excess
surface water problem. The work was conducted by the Soil and Water Con-
servation Research Division of the Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.
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The parallel-ditch system of land forming.

ESTABLISH A MINIMUM GRADE OF 0.1 PERCENT BETWEEN DITCHES
BY CUTTING ON THE LOWER AND FILLING ON THE UPPER END.

FILL ALL DEPRESSIONS AND REMOVE ALL BARRIERS.

.--*

gar-' USE EXCAVATED MATERIAL

FROM DITCHES AS FILL FOR

ESTABLISHING GRADE.

PREVIOUS SURFACE
OF LAND

SMOOTHED SURFACE
OF LAND

Surface that has little or no general slope and is covered with many small depressions and pockets.
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Coastal Plain Experiment Station

Tifton, Georgia



PREVIOUS SURFACE
OF LAND

SMOOTHED SURFACE
OF LAND

SMOOTH OR GRADE AREA
BETWEEN DITCHES
FILLING DEPRESSIONS
AND REMOVING BARRIERS.
UNIFORM SLOPE NOT NECESSARY-
IMPORTANT THAT ALL ROWS DRAIN
FROM DITCH TO DITCH.

^if

USE EXCAVATED MATERIAL
FROM DITCHES TO FILL

LARGER DEPRESSIONS OR
WASTE ON DOWNHILL SIDE

OF DITCH.

Surface that has some general slope in one direction and
and pockets.

is covered with many small depressions

haul distances and amount of ma-
terial to be moved.
The Soil Conservation Service

has established technical stand-
ards for land forming systems
based on research and field expe-
rience. Farmers may secure
specific recommendations for

their particular soil and climatic

conditions and technical help in

planning the system by consult-

ing local Soil Conservation Serv-
ice technicians.

Row Length

Row length is determined by
the spacing of the lateral ditches.

Generally the length of row does
not affect yields. However, the

earthmoving requirements for

land forming can be greatly re-

duced by placing lateral ditches

closer together, thus reducing the
row length. Theoretically, the

amount of earth to be moved and
the haul distance will both be cut

in half when the distance be-

tween lateral ditches is cut in

half. In practice, the reduction
will not be this great because of

field irregularities.

Row Grade
Row grades must be contin-

uous, and steep enough to permit
excess water to flow down the
rows to lateral ditches.

Flat row grades must be
formed more carefully than steep
grades and usually require more
maintenance. Steep grades cost

more initially because of the
greater volume of earth that
must be moved. These factors
must be weighed in determining
the grade to be used. Generally a
minimum grade of 0.1 percent is

best from the standpoints of both
cost and maintenance. Of course,

advantage should be taken of any
natural grade in the field.

CONSTRUCTION
Land forming consists of

rough grading and finish grad-
ing. The rough grading involves

movement of large amounts of

material during excavation of

ditches and construction of

grades. Conventional earthmov-
ing equipment is used for this

operation. Land-forming jobs

should be designed so that haul

distance is V± mile or less.





Comparison of earthmoving requirements on level ground for two different slope lengths. When
slope length is cut in half, the amount of earth to be moved is also cut in half.

Finish grading consists of

smoothing the surface of the

rough-graded field. It involves

moving small quantities of mate-
rial short distances. A land plane
is generally used.

Many farmers own land planes
and do their own finish grading
and maintenance work. Rough
grading requires heavy equip-

ment and is usually done by com-
mercial earthmovers, although
sometimes rough-grading equip-
ment is rented or purchased co-

operatively by farmers.

Cost of land forming may
range from a few dollars per
acre for one smoothing with a

land plane to more than $100 per
acre for a complete job of land

grading.

Any initial grade that can be
exploited will reduce earthmov-
ing requirements and cost of con-

struction. If a field does have
sufficient natural grade, land
forming can be confined to filling

low areas, smoothing some areas,

and constructing shallow ditches.

MAINTENANCE
A typical maintenance sched-

ule requires cleaning out field

ditches once every five years and
smoothing the field with a land

plane each time a seed bed is pre-

pared. In areas of a field where
substantial cuts or fills are made,
considerable unevenness may de-

velop after the first year. A good
job of land smoothing is especial-

ly important the first time after

construction.
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Constructing grade with scraper and tractor
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A land plane is used to smooth land after scraper work is completed.

In some areas wind erosion is

the chief cause of deterioration

of land-formed fields. A single

windstorm can completely fill the
field ditches.

Soil is most susceptible to wind
erosion during seedbed prepara-
tion and seedling establishment
in the spring during fallow peri-

ods, and after harvesting in the
fall. Vegetation, whether in the
form of the regular crop or a

cover crop, provides the most
effective protection against wind
erosion. Properly spaced wind-
breaks can provide some protec-

tion during critical cover condi-

tions. If ditches become filled,

they can be reopened with the
same equipment used for con-

struction.

EFFECTS ON SOIL

Land forming can cause soil

compaction
of topsoil.

especially

very wet
operations,
from land
for several

and considerable loss

Soil compaction is

ikely if the land is

during land-forming
Compaction resulting
forming may persist

years. Root crops are
affected more than grain crops.

Washington, D.C.

Soil compaction is best alleviated

by deep tillage and growth of

crops.

Yield losses resulting from top-

soil removal can be restored
through use of fertilizer and
other necessary soil amendments.
In some areas, however, removal
of topsoil may expose stony or
gravelly material that is not suit-

able for farming.

BENEFITS OF LAND FORMING

Land forming prevents the ac-

cumulation of excess water in

some parts of the field. It con-
tributes to timely field opera-
tions; on land that is inadequate-
ly drained, planting operations
must frequently be delayed until

low areas are dry enough to be
crossed with machinery. Im-
proved seedbed preparation, uni-

form germination of seed, and
high operating speeds are other
benefits of land forming.

During a dry year, land form-
ing would probably have very lit-

tle effect on yields, but during a
wet year it could make the
difference between a good crop
and no crop at all.
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